
LIFESTYLE CAMPER  - 
fast worldwide campers delivery! 

Lifestyle Camper - Ukrainian manufacturer of compact drop-shaped campers.
Our products are already available in the European market! We embodied
the classic idea of campers at a qualitatively new technological level. Now your
vacation will become as comfortable, affordable and safe as possible!

Both models are equivalent in size and consist of: a kitchen, a bedroom, a body and chassis. We offer
2 types of equipment - comfort and premium. But also keep in mind that any model can be adapted
and supplemented personally for you and your requests. Moreover, if you have a category B driving
license, you can use campers with any car which has a tow hitch. 

We make 2 models of campers - X-Line and SteelDrop

Suits for off-road

Strong Line-X coverage

In use for extreme travaling or hunting

or fishinig

Suits for off-road

Stainless coverage

In use for light travels between

countries



For an off-road trailer, weight is the most important indicator.

That's why we make our campers as light as possible. X-Line

with its light weight helps to overcome the terrain while

SteelDrop - to reduce fuel consumption.

We choose only strong and unique coverage for our campers.

This coating guarantees complete water resistance. Moreover,

Line - X provides a lifetime warranty on coverage provided that

there is no mechanical damage.

We make our campers as short as possible in order to move

comfortably on any terrain or any road without restrictions.

Our campers have the largest supply of water - 60 liters tank

that is permanently installed at the lowest point of the trailer.

We have developed changes to the design of the KNOTT

independent suspension. And the suspension’s length

has changed from 7 cm to 16 cm. Today KNOTT is producing

an exclusive modified suspension for our campers. 

We use only eco-friendly materials. Line-X, trailer cover, has

a European sanitary food certificate: this kind of material

is also used to coat the inside of food containers. All this allows

you not to have any chemical odors in your trailer.

Reasons for choosing Lifestyle camper:

WEIGHT

LENGTH

SUSPENSION MATERIALS

TANK

COVERAGE



Lifestyle Camper - produce only handmade campers! That’s why we guarantee high quality of our
products and an individual approach for everyone! 

Join us:
      lifestylecamper.ua
      Lifestylecamper
      lifestylecamper
      Lifestylecamper

Contact us for more details:
+38 (067) 700 36 50
info@lscgroup.eu

Our main office is located in Kyiv, Peremohy Avenue 53.  Here you can get acquainted with
the products. By the way, you can also rent a camper!
Our campers are available in many countries. That's where you can find us: 

Lifestyle Camper company is certified and maintains quality standards ISO 9001: 2015. This allows
a constant monitoring of the quality of our products. Also Lifestyle Camper company has a Certificate
of conformity (COC). This means that our campers are available in the European market and can be 
registered in EU countries.

Reasons for choosing Lifestyle camper:

Travel and discover the world with LIFESTYLE CAMPER!

Our partners:


